This scrapbook is comprised predominately of clippings from newspapers (local, regional, and national) and industry publications (such as *Science News Letter*, *Women's Wear Daily*, and *Rayon Textile Monthly*) from 1946 to 1950. Topics include milestones in Harris' career; textile industry lectures and conferences events; and advancements in textile production such as moth-resistant wool, improved fabric dyes, wool reprocessing, shrink-proof wool, and wrinkle-resistant fabric. The scrapbook also includes several photographs, programs, advertisements.
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Page 2
Flyer [© 1946] from Tom Bartlett Insurance with a clipping from an unknown newspaper titled "Mr. Milton Harris to Address Chemists," 1946.

Page 3
Clipping from *The Detroit Chemist*. "Milton Harris to Speak at November Meeting," November 1946.
Clipping from *Detroit Michigan Free Press*. "It's A Date-This Week in the World of Business," November 10, 1946.
Clipping from *Textile World*. No Title, January 1947.
Clipping from unknown newspaper. "Harris Named to Head Chemical Society Unit," undated.
Clipping from unknown newspaper. "Harris Named to Head Chemical Society Unit," undated.
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Clipping from *South Bend, IN Tribune*. "Science Studies New Wool Which Moths Will Avoid," April 19, 1947.


Clipping from Tucson Citizen. "New Methods Improve Wool," by Paul F. Ellis, April 18, 1947.
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Photo of two men, undated.
Photo of a man on a horse, undated.
Photo of three men on a boardwalk, undated.
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Clipping from a newspaper in Lowell, MA. "Commencement Exercises Held at Lowell Textile, June 2, 1947.
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Program for the 49th Commencement Exercises of the Lowell Textile Institute, June 2, 1947.
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Page 34
Clipping from *Woman’s Wear Daily*. "Textile Forum Part of American Chemists’ Meeting This Week," September 18, 1947.
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Clipping from *Daily News Record*. "Dr. Harris Named Visiting Professor at Polytechnic," January 14, 1946.
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Clipping from unknown newspaper. "Wool Converted to New Fiber, Harris Declares," by Staff, undated.
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Clippings from unknown newspapers. "No Title." "No Title." "December Speaker," undated.
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Clipping from unknown newspaper. "Clothed In Textiles So We Won't Embarrass We Learn Fiber Structure From Milton Harris," undated.
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Photo from a meeting or lecture, undated.
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Page 45
Photo of 1st royalty check for Harriset, November 13, 1947.
Clipping from Daily News Register. "M. Harris Negotiates Wool Shrink Licences Here but Not Abroad," undated.
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Clipping from unknown newspaper. "Harris Discloses 5 Wool Mills Use Shrink Treatment," undated.
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Clipping from unknown newspaper. "Will Address Chemists," undated.
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Photo of Harris with three men, 1950.
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Page 60
Invitation to the Cosmos Club for a lecture by Harris, April 5, 1943.  
Program for the St. Louis Section of the ACS, October 5, 1944.
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Official notification from the War Department of Harris' appointment as 'Expert Consultant' to the Office of the Quartermaster General., January 18, 1943.

Page 62
Photo from a dinner, Washington DC. r to l: Calloway, Briggs, Blanchard, [Sookne], [Bogaty], [Berch or Fourt], [Winres], [Dellarme], Carman, Walker, Schwartz, Harris, Woolfe and [Fifer], 1950.
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Clipping from *Journal Of Commerce*. "Textile Men Hear Talk About Fibers," May 9, 1941.

Page 64
Clipping from *Pittsfield Berkshire Eagle*. "Chemical Society to Hear Dr. Harris," September 30, 1948.  
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Page 66
Clipping from *Daily News Record*. "Braves to Assist Rever Promote Shrink-Resistance," by Grant Southward, September 14, 1948.  
Advertisement from *Daily News Record*, October 6, 1948.
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Photo of the Toni Research Lab, September 29-30, 1948.
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Page 72
Clipping from *Waterbury Republican*. "Planned And Systematic Exercises Aid Polio Victims," by Alton L. Lakeslee, October 17, 1948.
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Page 74
Ad from *Daily News Record*, March 11, 1948.
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Ad from unknown newspaper, undated.
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Page 82
Clipping from an unknown publication. "Heads or Tails," undated.